
The Islands Trust, responding to the concerns of Islanders about
a flurry of mineral claims covering substantial areas of North
and South Pender Islands, has written to Rich Coleman,
Minister of Energy, Mines, and Natural Gas, seeking an
exemption from mineral staking for the Islands Trust area.
While the Islands Trust Policy Statement, under the

provincial Islands Trust Act, states clearly that there should be
no extraction of peat, metals, minerals, coal, or petroleum
resources in the Trust area, the provincial Mineral Tenure Act
legislation takes precedence over policies developed under the
Islands Trust Act.
The Trust’s request raises questions about the need to bring

mining legislation up to date, as recently suggested by a decision
of the Yukon Court of Appeal.
Meanwhile, following a decision by that Court which would

appear to require that the staking of claims under similar Yukon
legislation requires prior notice to First Nations whose interests
might be affected, questions have also been raised more widely
about the obsolescence of the BC Act.
BC and Yukon’s mining legislation was originally enacted

about 150 years ago, when gold mining carried the highest
priority in terms of the then-frontier’s economic development.
This accounts for the extraordinary precedence that it takes over
other legislation and regulations. 
The Pender Island incident, together with the Yukon Court

decision, has raised questions as to whether this precedence is
still valid in the 21st century. 
The Mineral Tenure Act is just the tip of a legislative iceberg

which includes land tenure, planning, and environmental law.
Trust Area Also A Reserve?

Following discussion at an Islands Trust Executive Committee
meeting, Sheila Malcolmson, Trust Chair, wrote to Minister
Coleman asking for recognition of the Trust Policy, and that the
Trust area should be declared a ‘reserve’, which would prohibit
mining claims activity under the Mineral Tenure Act. Similar
reserves, covering Greater Victoria, the Saanich Peninsula, and
the Greater Vancouver Regional District, were declared in 2008
under BC Regulation 119/2008.

Online Gung-Ho
However, the BC Mineral Tenure Actwas recently simplified to
allow mineral claims to be made using a publicly accessible
computer procedure, with no visit to view or stake the actual
site. In the latter part of 2012, Island residents Bill Simons and
Isaac McPhee recorded 21 claims covering a good deal of the
Pender Islands.

The Plot Thickens
Many Penderites, though some were worried, had considered
the mining claims to be a prank but, in January, Simons notified
at least one homeowner on Pender Island of his intention to start
exploration activities on the homeowner’s 0.4-acre residential
lot. The homeowner, Gary Steeves, happens to be one of the
North Pender trustees.
Simons advises that he will employ ‘ground radar’ on a

location ‘just off the road to right of driveway’. 
Such notice is required by the Mineral Tenure Actbefore any

physical exploration work is commenced. However, the Act
(Section 11) also requires that such activities should not be within
the ‘curtilage’ of a dwelling. The homeowner has pointed out that
‘curtilage’ is defined as within 75 metres of the house, which would
encompass the entire residential lot in question. However, as
required by the Act, he has notified the Gold  Commissioner of
his objection to any exploration activity on his land.0
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